Southern Match Results
Southern Indiana vs Northern Kentucky Norse
3/3/2023 at Crestview Hills, KY
(Five Seasons Sports Club)

Northern Kentucky Norse 7, Southern Indiana 0

### Singles competition

1. Ashlee Fisk (NKUW) def. Lauren Rowe (USIW) 6-4, 6-1
2. Elizabeth Rozin (NKUW) def. Rachel McCorkle (USIW) 6-2, 6-2
3. Laura Sola Grau (NKUW) def. Khandice Thomas (USIW) 6-0, 6-1
4. Ananya Kothakota (NKUW) def. Madison Windham (USIW) 6-2, 6-3
5. Sylvia Gray (NKUW) def. Abby Myers (USIW) 6-1, 6-0
6. Angela Rinaldi (NKUW) def. Elle Dewees (USIW) 7-5, 6-0

1. Ashlee Fisk/Elizabeth Rozin (NKUW) def. Rachel McCorkle/Lauren Rowe (USIW) 6-2
2. Ananya Kothakota/Sylvia Gray (NKUW) def. Abby Brown/Khandice Thomas (USIW) 6-1
3. Laura Sola Grau/Angela Rinaldi (NKUW) def. Abby Myers/Madison Windham (USIW) 6-2

Match Notes:
Southern Indiana 3-5
Northern Kentucky Norse 6-3
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (5,2,3,4,1,6)